
For the Board Meeting of:  11/17/2022   

Executive Summary 

October was a busy month with inspections as well as continuing to encounter challenges with our 

new system. Unfortunately our department also experienced the wrath of Covid in the month of 

October with an inspector testing positive and several cancelled appointments by insureds who 

tested positive. That said the inspectors managed to complete 62 inspections. Our back log sits at 

1589. Cross-training continues with underwriters tagging along on inspections. This has been great so 

far for both departments. Broker visits also are continuing for the inspectors. On another note 

Matthew is now chair of our OMLPL (Ontario Mutuals Loss Prevention League). Congratulations to 

him. 

Update on Major Goal(s) 

Training on the new system is going very well with property, farm and commercial being complete. 

These are of course the main users of the system leaving only claims to be trained. Becky has done a 

great job in training the underwriting department. Again as we continue to learn the system and 

receive feedback from the new users the general consensus is the new system is a great 

improvement over our previous system. A new Environmental Committee has been formed with five 

people volunteering. Looking forward to the perspective in the new group and the ideas that are 

sure to develop. We will be having our first meeting in November.   

Looking Ahead 

As mentioned training will continue on the new system in November with our final department, 

claims. November will see the inspectors and myself heading to Cambridge to our fall session of 

OMLPL. This is always a great learning opportunity as well as an invaluable source of networking with 

fellow inspectors throughout the mutuals. I will be accompanying Kay in our underwriting department 

to visit our new brokers to the north, HRC. We will be visiting 2 of their locations being Bracebridge 

and Huntsville. Looking forward to representing HTM with our new brokers.  

Respectfully Submitted, 

Bryce Clarke 

“We make a difference in our communities.” 
We are proud of the communities we are part of.  We go out of our way to support them and make a lasting 

difference. 
 


